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QUESTION 1

Sam added the required parameter to the necessary configuration files for enabling Quality of Service (QoS) on the IBM
Domino server. When Sam restarted Domino the ServerConsole did not display any QoS status/event messages or
indications that it is running. What must Sam do in order to ensure QoS is running and view the configuration and
events for the current logged run? 

A. Start the Domino server as a service and usethe remote server console to view the QoS configuration and event
messages. 

B. Start the Domino server as either service or application and view the QoS configuration and event messages from
the notes.log file. 

C. Start the Domino server under the Java controller and use the qosctnrlr.out file to view the QoS configuration and
event messages. 

D. Start the Domino server as an application and use the tell qos resume command at the Domino server console to
resume QoS and view its configuration and event messages. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which directory is the credstore.nsf application created in on the IBM Domino server? 

A. data\ 

B. data\credential 

C. data\CredStore 

D. data\IBM_CredStore 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

How can an IBM Dominoadministrator set all new personal contacts created by users to be private by default? 

A. In the mail policy settings document, enable "Create new contacts as private by default". 

B. In the desktop policy settings document, enable "Mark new contacts as private by default". 

C. In the security policy settings document, enable "Create new contacts as private by default". 

D. In the Server configuration document, in the iNotes settings, enable "Mark new contacts as private by default". 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

Maria and other users have sent linked filesto multiple recipients. However, some users are reporting they do not have
access to those files. Which step needs to be performed to address this behavior? 

A. SSO must be enabled between IBM Domino and IBM Connections. 

B. The mail-share=true property must be set in the Files-config.xml configuration file. 

C. In the Mail Policy document, "Enable sharing linked files in mail" needs to be set to True. 

D. Recipients of the file must be part of the same community where the original file is stored. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Pete\\'s company uses Microsoft Active Directory and they would like users to be able to use their Active Directory login
to access the IBM Notes clientwithout requiring a separate login. What does Pete need to configure to do this? 

A. Add the users to the AD.nsf database. 

B. Enable LDAP on the IBM Domino server. 

C. Configure Notes federated login using SAML. 

D. Cross-certify the Domino server with the Active Directory server. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

What is the server task used to work with the credential store application? 

A. IDmgmt 

B. Keymgmt 

C. Servmgmt 

D. Certmgmt 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Abigail notices that none of the widget catalog managers are able to approve OpenSocial widgets. What is the solution
to this problem? 

A. The [RatingAuthor] role lacks a database manager assigned to it. 
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B. The [Admins] role in the widget catalog needs the administration server assigned to it. 

C. The WidgetCatalogAdmins and CredentialStoreAdmins groups have not been created yet. 

D. The [Admins] role needs the same manager(s) to be assigned in both the widget catalog and credential store
applications. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Tracy is concerned about leaving her users\\' IBMiNotes 9.0 client data vulnerable to malware or security exploits. What
is one feature she can enable to help protect her environment? 

A. Locked Domains 

B. Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) 

C. Integration with IBM Docs and IBM Connections files 

D. IBM Domino Social Edition 9.0 OpenSocial component 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

In the Fault Reports database, a fault report is in the Possible Problem (possibly actionable) category of the View By
Disposition view. What is the description of this category? 

A. The fault reports in this category have sufficient information to match their crash stacks against previouslyreported
crashes. 

B. The fault reports in this category have sufficient information to investigate the problem, but are not likely to result in
action that the administrator should take. 

C. The fault reports in this category have sufficient information toinvestigate the problem, however IBM recommends to
collect new data for further investigation. 

D. The fault reports in this category do not contain sufficient information to investigate the problem. However, IBM is
constantly improving its data collectiontechniques, and fault reports on similar crashes in the future will be likely to
contain more necessary information. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

To prepare an IBM Domino server to accept SSL/TLS connections the ikeyman utility needs to be used. Where is this
located? 

A. \IHS\bin 
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B. \HTTP\bin 

C. \IHS\bin 

D. \SSL\bin 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Sally\\'s users have been complaining since they were upgraded to the standard IBM Notes 9.0 client that they are not
able to see the Weekly calendar view that they had inthe Basic client. What can Sally do to give the Weekly calendar
view to her users? 

A. Sally should demonstrate the install Planner sidebar plug-in. 

B. Sally should have her users click on the Weekly Planner view. 

C. Sally should have her users use Calendar overlays to see the Planner view. 

D. Sally should have her users enable Advanced Calendar views in their Notes client preferences. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Company policy forbids return receipts for incoming mail. How can Sally prevent return receipts from being returned for
incoming mail? 

A. Sally can use a mail settingspolicy document. 

B. Sally can enable the option to prevent return receipts in the Server Configuration document. 

C. Sally would have to add the correct parameter to the client\\'s notes.ini to prevent return receipts. 

D. Sally would create a desktop settingspolicy to set the preference in the local client preferences. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

How can Bill create a Program document that will run on more than one server? 

A. Bill can create a multi-domain server Program document. 

B. Bill can specify a server group name in theProgram document. 

C. Bill can assign servers to a Program document using a server policy. 

D. Bill can use the multi-server option on the Basics tab of the Program document. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

Which statement describes the results of enabling "Do not allow users to set return receipts" Mail policy setting? 

A. It controls the default behavior of whether or not a return receipt would be requested for incoming messages. 

B. For incoming messages requesting a return receipt, it prevents the sending of the return receipt without notifying the
user. 

C. It disables return receipt settings for both Notes and iNotes users so that they are not able to manually request a
return receipt on outgoing messages. 

D. It disables return receipt settings for IBM Notes client users only. IBM iNotes users will still be able to manually
request a return receipt for outgoing messages. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

What is the preferred user interface for widgets in both IBM Notes and IBM iNotes clients, providing all with the same
experience when using the widget catalog? 

A. XML 

B. XPages 

C. JavaScript 

D. LotusScript 

Correct Answer: B 
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